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Abstract 
Graph bundles generalize the notion of covering raphs and graph products. In this paper we 
extend some of the methods for recognizing Cartesian product graphs to graph bundles. Two 
main notions are used. The first one is the well-known equivalence r lation 3" defined on the 
edge-set of a graph. The second one is the concept of k-convex subgraphs. A subgraph H is 
k-convex in G, if for any two vertices x and y of distance d, d<~k, each shortest path from x 
to y in G is contained entirely in H. The main result is an algorithm that finds a representation 
as a nontrivial Cartesian graph bundle for all graphs that are Cartesian graph bundles over a 
triangle-tree simple base. The problem of recognizing raph bundles over a base containing 
triangles remains open. 
1. Introduction 
Knowledge of the structure of a graph often leads to faster algorithms for solving 
combinatorial problems on these graphs. In general, an efficient algorithm for recogniz- 
ing a special class of graphs may allow us to compute certain graph invariants faster. 
For example, the chromatic number of a Cartesian product is the maximum of the 
chromatic numbers of the factors. Computing the chromatic number is in general an 
NP-hard problem, but factoring can be done in polynomial time. Hence, if the graph 
is a Cartesian product, we can save computation time by first factorizing and then 
computing the chromatic numbers of the factors. Here we shall be concerned with the 
structure of Cartesian graph bundles. 
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Graph bundles [13, 12] generalize the notion of covering graphs and graph products. 
We note that they can be defined with respect o arbitrary graph products [13]. Various 
problems on graph bundles were studied recently, including edge coloring, maximum 
genus, isomorphism classes and chromatic numbers [8-12]. We shall only consider the 
problem of recognition of Cartesian graph bundles. 
It is well known that finite connected graphs enjoy unique factorization under the 
Cartesian multiplication [14] and recently a number of polynomial algorithms for rec- 
ognizing Cartesian product graphs have been published [3,16, 1]. Contrarily, a graph 
may have more than one presentation as a graph bundle. Natural questions therefore 
are to find all possible presentations of a graph as a graph bundle or to decide whether 
a graph has at least one presentation as a nontrivial graph bundle. We will restrict our 
attention to cases where fibres are connected. 
In this note, we present a result on recognizing Cartesian graph bundles. We begin 
with several definitions and recall some well-known results in Section 2. The main 
theorem is proved in Section 3. In the last section, we present a polynomial algo- 
rithm which finds all so-called minimal presentations of a graph as a Cartesian bundle 
provided the base graphs do not contain triangles. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we begin with definitions and well-known or easily proved facts. 
We will consider only connected simple graphs, i.e. graphs without loops and multiple 
edges. 
We say that two edges are adjacent if they have a common vertex. Furthermore, 
G = H denotes graph isomorphism, i.e. the existence of a bijection b : V(G) ---+ V(H) 
such that vertices Vl, v2 are connected in G exactly if b(vl), b(v2) are connected in H. 
The Cartesian product GDH of graphs G and H has as vertices the pairs (v, w) 
where v E V(G) and w E V(H). (vl, wl) and (V2, W2) are connected if {vl,v2} is an 
edge of G and Wl = w2 or if vl = v2 and {wl,w2} is an edge of H. 
Let B and F be graphs. A graph G is a (Cartesian) graph bundle with fibre F 
over the base graph B if there is a mapping p : G -+ B which satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(1) It maps adjacent vertices of G to adjacent or identical vertices in B. 
(2) The edges are mapped to edges or collapsed to a vertex. 
(3) For each vertex v E V(B), p-l(v) ~- F, and for each edge e E E(B), p- l (e)  
K2 [~F. 
A mapping satisfying just the first two conditions above is called a graph map. For a 
given graph G there may be several mappings p, : G ---+ B, with the above properties. 
In such cases we write (G, p,, B,) to avoid confusion. We say an edge e is degenerate 
if p(e) is a vertex. Otherwise we call it nondegenerate. A factorization of a graph G 
is a collection of spanning subgraphs Ht of G such that the edge set of G is partitioned 
into the edge sets of the graphs Hi. In other words, the set E(G) can be written as 
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a disjoint union of the sets E(Hi). The projection p induces a factorization of G into 
the graph consisting of isomorphic opies of the fibre F and the graph G consisting 
of all nondegenerate edges. This factorization is called the f imdamental Jactorization. 
It can be shown that the restriction of p to G is a covering projection of graphs; see, 
for instance, [12, 13] for details. 
Now we introduce an equivalence relation 6* defined among the edges of a graph. 
This relation was first used by Sabidussi [14] and later by Feigenbaum et al. [3] as a 
starting relation in their algorithm for factoring a graph with respect o the Cartesian 
product. As we show later, this relation can also be used for recognizing raph bundles. 
An induced cycle of four vertices is called a chordless square. We now define an 
auxiliary binary relation 6. For any e, f ~ E(G)  we set e6f  if at least one of the 
following conditions is satisfied: 
(1) e and .t' are the opposite edges of a chordless quare. 
(2) e and f are adjacent and there is no chordless quare spanned on e and ,/. 
By 6* we denote the reflexive and transitive closure of 6. Since 6 is symmetric, 6" 
is an equivalence relation. 
Note that any pair of adjacent edges which belong to distinct 6*-equivalence classes 
span a chordless quare. It is easy to see that there is exactly one such square. We say 
that 6* has the square property. Furthermore, any equivalence relation R_D 6 also has 
the square property. 
Let R have the square property and let e be an edge. For any edge f not in the 
same class as e and adjacent o e we can define a translation of e along f ,  Tf(e), to 
be the (unique) opposite edge of the chordless quare spanned by the edges e and .f. 
Equivalence classes of R will be denoted by Greek letters, possibly equipped by 
indexes. In particular, the class containing the edge ei will be denoted by ~0i. We are 
mainly interested in nontrivial equivalence relations R, i.e. equivalence relations having 
at least two equivalence classes. 
Now we recall several well-known facts about the equivalence relation 6*: see, for 
example, [3]. 
Lemma 1 (Lemma 1 of Feigenbaum et al. [3]). Each vertex in a connected graph G 
is incident to at least one edqe of  each 6* class. 
Lemma 2 (Remark on p. 127 of Feigenbaum et al. [3]). I f  the edge {u, v} is in class 
~Pl, then fi)r any other 6*-class ~P2 7 ~ qol, the vertices u and v have the same q)z- 
de,qree, and 6* induces a bijection between the (p2-edqes incident to u and qo2-ed.qes 
incident to ~. 
3. Results 
Let R be an equivalence relation on the edge set E(G) of a connected graph G 
and let ~p be an equivalence class of R. Denote by G,p the spanning subgraph of 
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G containing the edges of ~p and let G~o(v) be the connected component of G~o that 
contains v E V(G). 
We define a graph B~0 and a projection p~0 : G ~ B~ by the following rules: 
(1) Let the vertex set of B~o be V(B~) = {G~(v)lv E V(G)}. 
(2) For each vertex v E V(G) let p~o(v) = G~(v) and for each edge e = {u, v} E 
E(G), let p~o({u,v}) = {G~o(u), G~o(v)}. 
(3) There are no other edges in B~ except hose forced by rule (2). 
Note that in general B~ has no parallel edges but it may have loops: at most one 
per vertex. 
Proposition 1. B~o has no loops if and only if each connected component is an induced 
subgraph of G. 
Proof. Obvious. [] 
We call the triple (G, p, B) a pre-bundle if G is connected, p : G --~ B is a graph 
map, B is simple and if for each e E E(B), p- l (e )  is a matching in G. 
Let H be a connected subgraph of G. We say that H is k-convex in G if for any pair 
of vertices u, v E V(H) of distance dG(U, v)<<,k the set of all shortest paths IG(u, V) 
from u to v in G is also contained in H: 1G(U, V)C In(u, v). The usual convexity is the 
same as cx~-convexity and a subgraph is induced if and only if it is 1-convex. Here we 
are only interested in 1- and 2-convex subgraphs. Note that 2-convex graphs have been 
studied, for instance, in [5]. For general H, define: H is k-convex in G if and only 
if each of its connected components i k-convex. Let R be an equivalence relation on 
E(G) and let ~o be an equivalence class of R. We say ~p is k-convex if G~0 is k-convex. 
Furthermore, we define R to be k-convex if each equivalence class of R is k-convex. 
R is weakly k-convex if at least one equivalence class of R is k-convex. 
Proposition 2. ~p is 1-convex if and only if each connected component of G~ is an 
induced subgraph of G. 
ProoL Obvious. [] 
Note that B~0 can, by definition, have no multiple edges. Thus, 1-convexity of equiv- 
alence class q~ implies that B~o is a simple graph. 
Proposition 3. ~o is 2-convex if and only i f (G,  p~, G~) is a pre-bundle. 
Proof. Assume ¢p is 2-convex. Hence, G~ is 2-convex. Since 2-convexity implies 
1-convexity, G~o is an induced subgraph and therefore B~0 is simple by Proposition 2. 
Furthermore, because of 2-convexity of G~, any vertex of G,p can have at most one 
neighbor in any other connected component of G~. Hence, p~l(e) is a matching for 
any e and (G, p~,B~) is a pre-bundle. 
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Now assume (G, pe,Be) is a pre-bundle. Since B~ is simple, the connected com- 
ponents of G~0 must be induced subgraphs of G (by Proposition 2). It remains to 
show that the graph G e (and hence ~o) is 2-convex. Assume that G,p is not 2-convex. 
Then there must be a vertex u and a connected component G~(v) not containing u 
such that u has at least two neighbours x, y E G~o(v). Since p~({x,u}) = p~({y,u}) =
{Ge(v), G~(u)}, p~l({G~o(v),G~(u)})~_{{x,u}, {y,u}} is not a matching which 
contradicts the assumption that (G, Pe, B~) is a pre-bundle. Hence Ge must be 2- 
convex. [] 
Lemma 3. Let R be a weakly 2-convex equivalence relation on E( G) with the square 
property and let q~ be a 2-convex equivalence class of R. Let e = {u, v} be an edge 
from E(G)\~o. Then e induces a unique isomorphism between Go,(u ) and G,(v). 
ProoL Define the set Me connecting Ge(u ) and G~o(v) as follows: 
"eEMe,  
• if e' E Me, f E E(G~o(u)) then Tf(e') E Me, 
• if e' E Me, f E E(G~(v)) then Tf(e') E Me, 
where Tf(e) is the translation of e along f .  Since ~p is 2-convex, Me is a matching. 
Because G~(u) and G~(v) are connected, Me is a perfect matching on G¢(u) U G~o(v) 
and hence defines a 1-1 map ~ : V(Ge(u)) ~ V(G~o(v)). By Lemma 2, we can verify 
that ~ : G~(u) --, G~(v) is a local isomorphism which in turn implies that it is an 
isomorphism. [] 
Theorem I. Let G be any graph and R any nontrivial weakly 2-convex equivalence 
relation having the square property with q~ being a 2-convex equivalence class of R. 
Then (G, p~, Be) is a graph bundle. 
Proofl By Proposition 3, (G, Pc, Be) is a pre-bundle. It remains to show that for 
each e --- {a,b} E E(B~o) the matching p- l (e )  induces an isomorphism between two 
connected components G~o(u) and Ge(v ) such that p(u) = a and p(v) = b. Since 
p- l (e)  is Me of the previous temma this concludes the proof. [] 
The theory developed so far can now be used for representing graph G as a graph 
bundle. We start with 6* and then glue some equivalence classes together as long as 
the resulting equivalence relation R does not satisfy the conditions of the theorem. We 
will later give an algorithm which will use this approach for recognizing raph bundles. 
Unfortunately, this approach does not recognize all graph bundles. For example, take 
the complete bipartite graph K3,3. It has trivial 6" but it is a graph bundle with fibre 1(2 
over base/(3. The reason is that K3 contains a triangle. As we show later, the existence 
of triangles in the base graph is the only case in which our approach may fail. 
On the other hand, if (G, p, B) is a graph bundle whose base graph B has no 
triangles, then each 6" equivalence class either contains only degenerate edges or only 
nondegenerate edges. 
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Fig. I. Degenerate and nondegenerate edge in relation ~*. 
To show this, let R1 be the union of 6" classes containing degenerate dges and 
let R2 be the union of 6" classes containing nondegenerate edges. We claim that R1 
and R 2 have empty intersection. Assume there is a 6* equivalence class contaning a 
degenerate edge e t and a nondegenerate edge f~. Then there must be a pair e, f of 
edges such that e is degenerate, f is nondegenerate and e6f. 
We have two different cases to consider. First, if e and f are adjacent hen there 
must be a chordless square spanned by e and f since two adjacent fibres induce a 
Cartesian product with K2. But this is not possible by the definition of 6. 
The second case occurs when e and f are opposite dges of a chordless quare. Then 
it is easily seen that there must be a triangle in the base graph; see Fig. 1. Therefore 
no 6* class can contain both degenerate and nondegenerate edges. We formulate this 
as a lemma. 
Lemma 4. Let (G, p, B) be a 9raph bundle whose base 9raph B has no triangles. 
Then each 6* equivalence class contains either only degenerate edges or only nonde- 
generate dges. In particular, 6" is not trivial. 
Let R be any equivalence relation with the square property and let (p be any of its 
classes. We define the closure ~2((p,R) as the subset p of the edge set E(G), such 
that p is the minimal union of equivalence classes of R, that satisfies the following 
two conditions: (1) q)C_ p and (2) p is 2-convex in G. In order to justify the above 
definition we must show that the 2-convex closure is well defined. It suffices to prove 
that the intersection of 2-convex subgraphs is 2-convex. 
Lemma 5. I f  two subgraphs C1 and C2 are 2-convex, then the intersection Ci 73 C2 
is 2-convex. 
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Proof. Let u,e ~ C1 n C2. If u and v are adjacent in G, then the edge {u,v} must be 
in both C1 and C2. If u and v are at distance 2 apart, then any 2-path between u and 
l~ must be both in Ci and in C2 because C1 and C2 are 2-convex. [~ 
Let H be a subgraph of G. An edge e from G \ H that belongs to a shortest 1- or 
2-path of G having both endpoints in the same connected component of H is called 
an obstruction of H. Let (Q(H) denote the set of all obstructions of H. Clearly, H is 
2-convex if and only if O(H)  : [3. 
Let R be an equivalence relation on E(G) and p C_E(G) an arbitrary set of edges. 
If an equivalence class q~ of  R contains at least one edge from p we say that ~p meets 
p. Define two operators S and T as follows: 
S(p ,R) : :  U ~o/ ;  T(p,R):= {S(p,R)}U{~p~[~pkAp=~}. 
Clearly, S - S(p,R) represents the union of all equivalence classes of R that meet 
p and T is a new equivalence relation on E(G) obtained from R by merging the 
equivalence classes that meet p into a single class S. T(p,R) is called the R-closure 
of p. The set p is R-closed if T(p,R) : R. 
Here is an algorithm A for computing (~2(~P, R) = O : :  A(G, R, ~p) for any graph 
G and an arbitrary set of edges ~p C E(G). Later it is used only in the case when ~p is 
an equivalence class of R. 
Algorithm A: 
h~put." G: graph, 
R: equivalence relation with the square property on E(G), 
given as a partition of E(G)  into equivalence classes, 
q~: subset of E(G) 
Output: C2( ~p,R) 
1. k :=0 
2. Pk : -  q~ 
3. ?~. := O(pk) 
4. Rk :=R 
5. while 7~- ¢ 0 do 
5.1 Pk+l : :  S(pk © 7k,Rk) 
5.2 R~+I : :  T(pk U 7~,Rk) 
5.3 ",'k+l := O(pk+l ) 
5.4 k : -k+l  
end-while 
6. return(pk ) 
Lemma 6. Let G be a graph bundle whose base graph contains no triangles and h't ~p 
be any equivalence class of 6" containing only degenerate edges, l f  p := C2(~p, 6*) 
E(G), then G is a graph bundle with fibres being the connected components ()f Gt,. 
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Proof. Since each connected component of GR is an induced subgraph of G, every edge 
of E(G)\  p has its endpoints in distinct connected components of Gp. The equivalence 
relation with two equivalence classes {p, E(G) \ p} is weakly 2-convex. Therefore, by 
Lemma 3, all pairs of connected components of Gp are pairwise isomorphic. [] 
Lemma 7. Let G be a graph bundle with fibre F. Assume ach equivalence class of r* 
contains either only degenerate or nondegenerate edges and let ~ be any equivalence 
class of 6*. I f  a connected component of the graph determined by 7 is contained 
in a fbre, then also the connected component of the 2-convex closure f£2(7, R) is 
contained in a fibre. In particular, the graph determined by the 2-convex closure of 
has at least two connected components. 
Proof. We show that if a connected component of an arbitrary subgraph H C G is 
contained in a fibre, then also the connected component of the 2-convex closure is 
contained in the same fibre. Since the argument is valid for each connected component 
of H, we may assume without loss of generality, that H is connected. Let H be a 
connected subgraph of a fibre F1. Let H ~ be obtained from H by a step of the algorithm 
A. The obstructions are either edges or 2-paths. 
( 1 ) I f  an edge was added, then this edge must also be in F1 because fibres are induced 
subgraphs. Furthermore, any other edge of the same 6*-equivalence class adjacent o a 
vertex of H ~ must be in F1. If  not, then this 6*-equivalence class would contain both 
degenerate and nondegenerate edges which we have assumed not to be the case. 
(2) If  a 2-path (with a new vertex v ~ F1 ) was added to H, then we have a vertex v 
in another fibre, say F2 connected to a pair of vertices of H and hence of F1. But since 
G is a graph bundle a vertex cannot have more than one neighbour in another fibre. 
Hence, no edge not belonging to F~ can be added and H ~ must also be a subgraph of FI. 
Thus, all obstructions are in F and the edges of the obstructions degenerate. Since 
each class of 6* contains by assumption either only degenerate or only nondegenerate 
edges, the 6* closure contains only degenerate edges. [] 
I f  there is a graph B with no triangles, such that (G, p, B) is a graph bundle for some 
p, we can now give a polynomial algorithm which finds at least one representation f
G as a bundle. In fact, by computing the closures of all 6* equivalence classes, we 
can find all minimal representations of G as a graph bundle. 
Algorithm B: 
Input: G: graph; 
Output: C: set of degenerate edges of some bundle representation. 
1. compute 6* 
2. for all equivalence classes ¢p of 6" do 
2.1 if C := ~(2(q~,6") ~ E(G) then return (C) 
end-for 
3. return ( 'G is not a bundle over a K3-free base.') 
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Theorem 8. Let G be a graph which can be represented as a graph bundle with 
triangle-free base. Then algorithm B returns ~2(~p,6"), the set of degenerate edges 
of (G, p~, G,p), Jot at least one representation of G as a graph bundle. 
Proof. For any representation with a triangle-free base, the equivalence classes of the 
relation 6* contain either only degenerate or only nondegenerate edges by Lemma 4. 
Let ~p be an equivalence class of 6* with degenerate edges. Each connected component 
must be contained in one fibre and by Lemmas 6 and 7 the closure cg2(~o, 6") is the 
set of degenerate edges for a representation f G as a graph bundle. [] 
Remark. Algorithm B may also produce a representation with a base containing a 
triangle. Indeed, the example where degenerate and nondegenerate edges are in the 
relation 6* is K3,3\e, i.e. a K3,3 from which an edge has been deleted. A more 
precise characterization f the graph bundles, not recognized by the algorithm B is 
the following: There must be a triangle in the base graph and the composition of the 
three isomorphisms between fibres over that triangle (which is an automorphism on 
one copy of fibre) must map at least one vertex to one of its neighbors. 
A design of an optimal algorithm for graph bundle recognition problem is an in- 
teresting research topic as there exist excellent algorithms with known complexity 
O(m log n) [1] or O(mn) [2] for the special case, the recognition of Cartesian product 
graphs. 
We implemented an early version of the algorithms A and B in Mathematica It is 
now part of the Vega Package [15], a system for doing discrete mathematics. Although 
we did not pay too much attention to speeding up the running time we can easily prove 
that our algorithm B computes all minimal fibres in polynomial time. 
Step 1 of algorithm B, computing the relation 6* is well known to be polynomial; 
see, for instance, [3]. 
The number of iterations of the loop 2 of algorithm B is equal to the number of 
6" equivalence classes, which is, by Lemma 1, bounded by the minimal degree of a 
vertex of a graph. 
Algorithm A is called in each iteration of the loop 2. 
Polynomial running time of the algorithm A follows from the following observations: 
• Obstructions are edges, therefore the total number of obstructions i bounded by 
the number of edges in G. 
• Every obstruction is 'used' at most once. This bounds the number of iterations of 
the while loop in step 5. 
• Updating the set of obstructions O needs at most checking each edge and each 
2-path in G and is definitely polynomial. 
• Computing S and T is computing a union of two sets and then computing a 
transitive closure of a certain relation. 
This shows that the time complexities of algorithms A and B are bounded by a 
polynomial in n, the number of vertices of G. 
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Fig. 2. Union of fibres is not a fibre. 
We conclude with some observations on the structure of all representations of G as 
a graph bundle. By starting with different equivalence classes of 6* in the algorithm B 
we obtain some fibres, which we call minimal fibres. Of course, there may be more 
representations of G as a Cartesian graph bundle. Clearly, given a graph G, the set of 
all possible fibres is partially ordered by inclusion (because they are all unions of  6" 
equivalence classes). Hence, we can speak of minimal and maximal fibres. The union 
of  two fibres is not neccessarily a fibre. For example, the graph on Fig. 3 has three 6" 
equivalence classes. It can be represented as a graph bundle taking the edges of  class 
1 or edges of  class 2 or edges of class 3 as fibres. However, if we take the union of  
any two classes, the graph obtained has only one connected component and is not a 
fibre. There are also examples where the union of fibres has more than one connected 
component, but it is not an induced subgraph any more. Let H be the graph in Fig. 3 
and define G = H[]K2. Now the union of  classes 1 and 3 (of 6" in E(G))  has two 
connected components, but it is not an induced subgraph, as class 2 edges have to be 
added to get two fibres isomorphic to H in the (product) bundle HDK2.  
It can be shown that the intersection (if nonvoid) of  two fibres is a fibre. Hence, 
if we know all maximal fibres, we probably have information on all possible fibres. It 
seems that the maximal fibres are more difficult to find than the minimal fibres. 
Since the union of two fibres is not neccessarily a fibre we may try to extend 
each of the known fibres with any other equivalence class of 6* and compute the 
closure defined above. However, the time complexity of  such an algorithm is no more 
polynomial, since we may have to repeat it too many times. 
We gave a rather simple algorithm for recognizing Cartesian bundles with triangle- 
free base. It is natural to pose: 
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Problem 1. How compl icated is it to recognize Cartesian bundles  over  arbitrary base 
graphs'? 
We know it is no prob lem for our a lgor i thm to recognize graphs which have no 
induced K3,3 \ {e}. A straightforward approach therefore would be to detect K3,3 \ {e } 
in G and then in some way 'd isab le '  the edges involved so that any pair o f  degenerate 
and nondegenerate  edges would not be related. 
Problem 2. How difficult is recognit ion of  graph bundles  with respect to strong or 
other graph products? 
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